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MASTERING ENTERPRISE
COMPETITIVENESS MANAGEMENT THROUGH
LOGISTIC ENGINEERING

Due to the rapidly changing global markets and the impact of digitalization, businesses must continually seek new opportunities to enhance their competitiveness, including the logistics principles application. While logistics alone may not grant substantial competitive advantages, its strategic alignment with key competencies, continuous improvement, and the application of logistics engineering principles can significantly enhance an enterprise's competitive standing. The article aims to provide a comprehensive understanding of logistic engineering and its potential to revolutionize enterprise competitiveness management. The primary hypothesis of this research postulates the conception of logistic governance as the creation of an institutional environment that imparts logistic principles and philosophy to all participants. In doing so, it ensures the selection and generation of superior logistic practices among those available in the market. Choosing these best practices and integrating them with dynamic capabilities promotes competitive growth within an enterprise. The selection of best practices is adjusted within the logistics governance framework, which is proposed to be considered a new theoretical concept. Providing additional hypotheses in connection with management's focus has aided in developing a high-level model for logistical engineering. This model highlights two critical processes: an operation process activated by an event timer and the subsequent logistical engineering process. The result of this sequence is the creation of institutional rules for the logistics system, thus establishing an overarching framework. This enhances the system's efficiency and adaptability amidst varied business situations.
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General statement of the problem and its connection with important scientific or practical tasks. Modern global markets are increasingly competitive (it goes from free goods, services, capital, and people flows across national borders), constantly dealing with the rapid emergence of new technologies, changing consumer preferences, perceiving the digitalization impact on the way of interaction with stakeholders, getting the great emphasis on social responsibility, etc. Due to these facts, all kinds of businesses must look persistently for new opportunities to improve their competitiveness. One of these opportunities and simultaneously one of the modern enterprise’s critical success factors is the effective management of logistics processes, which allows for to optimize of costs, reduces the time of delivery of goods and services, improves the quality of customer service, and ensures the flexibility of production processes. It must be noticed that in the realm of competitive enterprise, logistics in isolation does not endow significant advantages. Indeed, the strategic importance of logistics is integrally bound to its capacity to bolster and amplify the existing key competencies within an organization. Furthermore, logistics plays a pivotal role in swiftly conveying the benefits of each of these competencies to the front lines of competitive positioning. In a dynamic, ever-evolving marketplace, these competencies are strategic assets that shape an enterprise’s competitive posture and differentiation strategy. The deft application of logistics ensures that these strategic assets are efficiently and effectively deployed, thus optimizing their impact on competitive positioning.

Forming a robust logistics system is imperative to maintain high competitiveness. However, the establishment of such a system is a collaborative endeavor. The longevity of its benefits relies heavily on continuous improvement, a process which requires relentless innovation and an unyielding commitment to operational excellence. Pursuing this continuous enhancement of the logistics system is, in essence, a commitment to a culture of perpetual evolution. This culture underscores the significance of logistics engineering, which is a comprehensive approach to the creation and continuous development of logistics systems. Logistics engineering facilitates the effective and efficient design of logistics systems by amalgamating scientific principles and management strategies. It furnishes enterprises with the requisite tools to sustain their competitiveness over time. It becomes an indispensable resource for enterprises seeking to thrive in an increasingly competitive and demanding business environment.

The latest research and publications review. Numerous researchers have exhaustively explored the dimensions of logistics management. The focus of these investigations has primarily been the organization of logistics activities within crucial logistics
domains (these domains are particularly evident within the context of material and related to them flows). Logistics domain design has been discussed by a significant number of authors, such as D. Bowersox [3], M. Christopher [4], D. Closs [3], K. Grzybowska [5], M. Sullivan [13], and a lot of others. Consolidated usage of mentioned author’s proposals allows the emergence of the broader logistics ecosystem with its own peculiarities of ensuring competitiveness.

As for the management of competitiveness, it too has been comprehensively articulated in academic literature. Eminent economists, such as M. Helmold [7], G. Hooley [8], C. Prahalad [11], N. Piercy [8], V. Ramaswamy [11], M. Porter [10], J. Rudd [8], have scrutinized factors that enable competitive advantages and have propounded various theories of competition. These investigations have yielded many insights that have significantly enriched our understanding of competitive dynamics and strategy formulation. However, competitiveness through logistics requires unique methodology and frameworks for implementation in practical enterprise work.

According to the authors of this article, the theoretical foundation for the synthesis of logistics and competitiveness assurance is encapsulated in the concept of dynamic capabilities. This framework, developed by D. Teece [14], underscores the role of the firm’s ability to effectively combine, construct, and adapt both internal and external capabilities to tackle swiftly evolving circumstances. Dynamic capabilities are a lens that allows observing the strategic significance of a firm’s ability to adapt, innovate, and renew its resources and competencies to maintain its competitiveness. Within this framework, logistics emerges as a form of dynamic capability, underpinning the firm’s ability to continually reshape its operational and strategic horizons in response to evolving competitive landscapes. It, therefore, stands as an instrumental factor in the orchestration of resources and competencies that collectively enhance a firm’s competitiveness. To elaborate, the logistics function is not merely a conduit for the flow of goods and services but an active participant in creating and sustaining the firm’s competitive edge. By leveraging the dynamic capabilities framework, firms can transform their logistics function into a strategic asset, a sustainable competitive advantage that extends beyond operational efficiency and cost-effectiveness. However, proper tools need to be developed.

Identification of previously unresolved parts of the general problem to which the article is devoted. The intersection of logistics management and competitiveness reveals a fertile ground for applying the dynamic capabilities concept. It could become an exciting frontier in enterprise competitiveness management’s academic and practical exploration, which needs more research. The author’s proposal here is to focus such additional research on the logistics engineering concept and its usage for increasing the enterprise’s competitiveness. Indeed, logistic engineering techniques could provide the foundation for integrating logistics with a company’s dynamic capabilities. Logistic engineering is a multifaceted field, linking management and operational intricacies, representing a novel frontier in enterprise operations.

According to the B. Blanchard [2, с. 27], logistic engineering deals with the initial definition and ongoing evaluation of logistic system configuration and design. From this perspective, Logistic engineering could and should provide the resource and infrastructure support to the enterprise’s competitiveness management system,
which B. Blanchard does not emphasize. B. Scholz-Reiter with coauthors [12, c. 1450] offer how to develop a self-controlled and efficient logistic system using a logistics engineering framework. This research combines logistic objects with scenarios of their usage. So, it is possible to expand such a proposal by considering the dynamic capabilities of logistic objects. Also, the [12] research should be expanded by the latest achievements in the information technology field and should take into account the integration interaction of market agents. E. Jones [9] has offered a structure of logistics engineering tools and represented relations of these tools with other areas of the enterprise’s activity. Unfortunately, this study focuses mainly on developing unique engineering tools in specific areas of logistics rather than creating a coherent methodology for their application.

As we can see, given researches [2; 9; 12] explain the essence of logistic engineering. Nevertheless, logistic engineering potential still needs to be fully explored. As a subject, it has its right to exist. In the case of connections with competitiveness management, this concept necessitates further rigorous investigation. The orientation of logistic engineering towards competitiveness is a particularly under-researched area. Despite being a domain that holds promise in boosting a company’s competitive edge, the dynamics and nuances of how logistic engineering enhances competitiveness have yet to be extensively delved into. These areas, focusing on optimizing logistic processes and strategies to bolster a firm's standing in the competitive market, offer valuable perspectives that require deeper academic insight.

**The article's objectives.** The article aims to provide a comprehensive understanding of logistic engineering and its potential to revolutionize enterprise competitiveness management. This purpose is related to the following research questions. What critical logistic engineering tools could be used under competitiveness management, and what are the potential benefits and challenges associated with these tools' usage? How does logistic engineering influence enterprises’ performance, and how can enterprises effectively adopt these tools? After providing answers to the given questions, the article will first explore the fundamental concepts and principles underlying logistic engineering, and subsequently, it will examine its various applications and benefits. Furthermore, the paper will also discuss the challenges and barriers that organizations may encounter in implementing logistic engineering, as well as the strategies and best practices to overcome them.

**The main part.** The main article statement is that logistic engineering boosts logistic and supply management usage as a crucial enterprise’s competitive advantage. Logistics engineering is a critical tool that facilitates ongoing improvements in business processes, thereby amplifying a company's competitive advantages. This field focuses on identifying, understanding, and perfecting various logistics procedures to optimize operations within the ever-changing corporate environment. Only such a focus allows consistent refine an enterprise’s business process architectures to adapt to continuous shifts in market dynamics, technology, regulations, and societal trends.

Here we have to point out on some similarities and differences between logistic engineering with the Business Process Reengineering (BPR) concept provided by M. Hammer and J. Champy [6] in their classical work. While BPR’s objective is a radical transformation leading to quantum leaps in cost, quality, service, and speed performance measures, it seems appropriate to involve logistics engineering in continu-
ous improvement loops. This constant evolution and continuous improvement underscores the need for business process management to stay flexible and responsive to maintain competitiveness. Logistics Engineering primarily emphasizes the design, planning, execution, control, and monitoring of logistic activities to create net value and synchronize supply and demand. It optimizes the complex orchestration of resources and processes involved in moving and storing goods, data, and services across an organization. To remain competitive, businesses must consistently refine their process architectures to adapt to continuous shifts in market dynamics, technology, regulations, and societal trends. However, this is possible after creating the complex orchestration of resources and processes involved in moving and storing goods, data, and services across an organization. It is also necessary to provide for the possibility of a significant discrepancy between the logistics system of the enterprise and the desired level of its competitiveness.

From the given perspective, the first author’s proposal here is to ensure the alternation of BPR and logistics engineering cycles to obtain synergies from process reorganization, enhancing an organization’s supply chain’s efficiency, reliability, and cost-effectiveness. Since we are talking about building end-to-end processes, the authors propose implementing the «logistics governance» concept and its application to the enterprise’s process flow management. The researchers mainly discuss logistic management or supply chain engineering as activities that plan, implement, and control business process flows. If we move away from a broad understanding of logistics, management is reduced to optimizing processes for transporting materials and goods. Revisiting the conventional understanding of logistics, better to talk non about supply chain engineering but about governance. Thus, the logistic governance concept has yet to be widely spread and still needs to be explored and studied. One of the few exceptions is J. Aitken’s and A. Harrison’s [1] article on developing the supply governance for logistic systems. From a narrow perspective, logistics governance could also be considered as managing goods and services flows. Understandably, logistics governance includes planning, coordinating, and monitoring such flows. However, this article offers an expanded understanding of logistic governance.

The central hypothesis of this study is to present logistic governance as the facilitation and formation of a logistic system by providing the institutional setting and disseminating logistic principles and their underlying philosophy to all involved stakeholders (in this case, it is proposed to further expand the logistics ecosystem proposed in the E. Jones’ [9, c. 701-718] study). Through this innovative approach, the framework facilitates the identification and creation of outstanding logistic practices from an extensive range available in the market. Selection of the best logistics practices is not merely a logistic engineering standalone function in case of its connection with dynamic capabilities. Thus, this central research hypothesis postulates that by integrating the core logistic principles with dynamic capabilities through logistic governance, it paves the way for a robust competitive position in the market, ensuring long-term growth and sustainability. The central hypothesis is always elucidated through a collection of subsidiary hypotheses. These additional hypotheses are designed to investigate the overarching research question thoroughly. Table 1 catalogues each additional hypothesis and overviews its intricate interrelations. Table 1, at the intersection of rows and columns, represents the areas of enterprise management that may be impacted.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supporting research hypotheses</th>
<th>Components of logistics governance implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( H_1 ): logistic engineering plays a crucial role in optimizing resource allocation and can enhance an enterprise’s strategic decision-making process</td>
<td>( H_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H_2 ): the intelligent logistics systems incorporation within an enterprise's or integrated supply chain management reduce losses and enhances cost-effectiveness</td>
<td>Engineering provide cost optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H_3 ): the involvement of the best logistics practices by engineering methods aligns them with the dynamic capabilities of the enterprise</td>
<td>Investigate the competitive advantage gained from adopting new logistic methods and technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H_4 ): the integration of digital technologies and data analytics in logistic engineering can foster predictive accuracy, enhancing enterprise competitiveness</td>
<td>Explore how artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms can revolutionize logistics engineering, enhancing predictive accuracy and decision-making processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H_5 ): usage of logistic engineering principles can augment the responsiveness and flexibility of an enterprise, thereby bolstering its competitive positioning</td>
<td>Examine the impact of digital transformation in the logistics sector on enhancing competitiveness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, Table 1, combined with the set of additional hypotheses, unfolds a roadmap that traces the influence pathways from each hypothesis through the identified zones of intervention and onto the broader landscape of enterprise management. The hypotheses delineated in Table 1, and the enterprise management's attention zone have facilitated the elaboration of a high-level logistical engineering model (Fig. 1). Within this model, two essential processes have been accentuated. The operation process, which functions upon activation by the event timer, subsequently triggers the logistical engineering process. The output of this logistical engineering procedure culminates in establishing institutional rules governing the operation of the logistical system. The formulation of these rules further delineates the overarching framework within which the logistics system operates, enhancing its efficiency and adaptability in the face of diverse business scenarios.
Let us explain the particular blocks of the model from Fig. 1. The «Start event» includes the recognition of the need for a new or improved supply chain design. This activity initializes the continuous passing of the «Demand forecasting and planning» activity (it is initiated by a message or a timer event) that gathers the requirement for the logistics engineering (it also collects historical sales data, conducts market analysis, creates the demand forecast, etc.). Upon the basis of this block, competitive environmental inquiries are compiled, which are subsequently conveyed to the block of logistical engineering. These requirements are consolidated to form a distinct informational entity. Subsequently, a gateway is introduced: either a pathway towards operations management is chosen, or a direct route to the engineering of the logistics system is embarked upon. The chosen path is contingent upon various factors, thus instilling a dynamic aspect within the decision-making process.

Due to high-level modelling, logistic engineering is presented as a sequence of some activities, which include: gathering relevant data about the existing supply chain (for example, transportation times, inventory levels, demand forecasts, and so on) within «Data collection and analysis» activity; using the collected data to develop a digital model of the supply chain (block «Supply chain modelling» can include constructing process maps and flowcharts); identifying bottlenecks, inefficiencies, and
opportunities for improvement (performing «Identify improvement opportunities» activity might involve using various analytical techniques and tools, such as simulations or optimization algorithms); design a new or improved supply chain («Design new supply chain» could involve choosing new suppliers, changing transportation routes, or reconfiguring warehouse layouts).

Conclusions and prospects for further research in this area. This research has examined the logistics principles for boosting the enterprise’s competitiveness under rapid market changes. The successful alignment of logistics with core competencies (dynamic capabilities), perpetual improvement, and the strategic application of logistics engineering principles have been shown to significantly augment an enterprise’s competitive stature. A robust understanding of logistical engineering and its latent capacity to metamorphose the enterprise’s competitiveness management have been presented. The primary hypothesis, which advocates for the conception of logistic governance as the mechanism that institutionalizes logistic principles among all participants, has been critically examined. This approach ensures the selection and adoption of best logistics practices within the market, fostering the integration of these practices with dynamic capabilities to spur competitive growth. The logistics governance framework has been proposed and presented as a fresh theoretical concept. Additional hypotheses relating to management’s focus have contributed to the development of a high-level model for logistical engineering. This model features two critical processes: an operational process ignited by an event timer and the ensuing logistics engineering process.

Several additional considerations could be incorporated into future research to ensure an exhaustive study of the subject at hand. Further research requires exploring how new digital technologies can optimize logistics governance and overall logistic system efficiency. Examining the impact and potential of emerging technologies such as artificial intelligence and blockchain for revolutionizing logistics operations is crucial. Secondly, in the face of growing environmental concerns, the role of sustainability in logistics and how it affects competitive advantage should be assessed. To conclude with further author’s research, the resilience of the logistics system and the supply chain becomes critical. Therefore, exploring how resilience can be built into logistical engineering and how it impacts competitive advantage would be beneficial.
